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WOMEN IN ART
by Taslim Samji

In contrast the first significant female depictions in Western
Art history were from ancient Greece. The Greeks celebrated
the human form, particularly the male form as an ideal or
godlike. The female forms were clothed at first, but in 4th
century B.C. a sculptor named Praxiteles created the first
recorded full scale female nude. Female nudes usually
incorporated some sort of cloth to indicate that she might
have been bathing or caught off guard. Where male nudes
were celebrated for their physical excellence, women were
adored fortheir procreative attributes.

The role of women in the art world throughout many eastern
civilizations, such as the Muslim sphere of influence, has clear
distinctions and similarities from that of the Western world.
In the past, prior to the 20th century, women of the Western
world played a strong role as patrons of the arts: those with
stature and privilege played a larger role and might be
recorded in history for their innovative ideas and sources of
inspiration. These women gave shape to commissioned
works, such as a painting or a structure, reflecting on the
conditions of their presenttime in history.
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Western and Eastern Art historians have excluded women
from the visual arts scene 'up until the 20th century
when the discussion of feminism started to call out
the social barriers and gender biases that have kept
women out. Prior to the 20th century it was
considered that the work of female artists was
inferior to that of men, completely ignoring the
gender issues at play. Media such as textiles were
considered to be decorative, even so, woman have
always been huge contributors to the arts,

making impact from their restricted roles.

Similarly, Muslim women of stature have made a
huge impact in the arts in regions such as Yemen,
Syria, Turkey and Central Asia. Muslim women have
shaped the architecture of these Muslim
civilizations through patronage. Their countries
and regions have some of the most beautiful
mosques and structures.

There is however, a clear distinction
between the role women played in
traditional Western art history and
Muslim art history. Depictions of the
female forms are not found in traditional
Muslim art; human forms are always
assumed to be men, despite the
religious restrictions on figurative arts.
Figurative representation peaked
during the Fatimid Period (9 -11 century)
with the imagery depicting its subjects with
greater realism. These restrictions of female
depictions in Muslim artworks were not
challenged until the 20th century.

The social shift that began at the start of
the 20th century, further developed
when a greater number of women joined
the work force strengthening the
feminist movement. Since then female
artists of the Western and Eastern worlds
continue to challenge gender biases in
the art world. With advancements in
technology, the lines of East and West
seem to be fading and all women appear
to be moving in the same direction.

Exhibit takes place during International Women's Month
at the Unitarian Church of
Vancouver, 949 W49 Ave.
Mar 1-Apr 3. Theme: 'Beyond
the Surface'. The exhibition will
be held in the Sanctuary and
Fireside Room. Deadline: Jan
31; Notification of Acceptance:
by Feb 21. Opening: Sat Mar 5,
1-3:30pm. Contact:
laurabowie@hotmail.com
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